Administration - Story point velocity

Story point velocity

Story Point velocity allows BigPicture to convert resources' capacity expressed in time units into Story Points. When the "Story Points" mode is enabled, the capacity of each resource presented on the Resource grid is converted to Story Points using the velocity defined below. This velocity is pre-defined globally, therefore each Program inherits it. However, you can overwrite this value for specific Programs in their configuration.

1 Story Point = 1d
   eg. 3w 2d 6h 10m

Save

Converting the capacity (time) to Story Points

The capacity derived from the Workload, Holiday and Absence plans can be converted from time units to Story points.

Switch to the "Story Points" mode to convert the capacity of each resource presented on the Resource grid to Story Points using the defined velocity.

You can use pre-defined global velocity or overwrite these values for any given program in the Resources section of Program Configuration.